Challenging Books & DVD’s from BRETON BOOKS
The SpeciaLink Series
For early childhood educators, resource teachers, parents and early interventionists — anyone passionate about including children with special needs.
The SpeciaLink
Early Childhood
Inclusion
Quality Scale

VidEo

This workbook is a
tool for assessing
inclusion quality
in early childhood
centres and for
helping centre move toward higher quality inclusion.
The Scale provides a picture of sustainable and
evolving inclusion quality—an emerging issue as
more children with special needs attend communitybased centres and as inclusion pioneers leave their
centres and a new generation of directors and
early childhood educators take on the inclusion
challenges.
Price $16.95
ISBN 1-895415-91-8

INCLUSION: The
Next Generation
provides a snapshot
of current inclusion
practices in child
care in Canada.
This book investigates what makes
inclusion work, what
makes quality child
care for children with
special needs a reality. As we enter
the third generation,
Inclusion: The Next Generation focuses on critical
roles and resources that sustain existing inclusive
programs and that encourage more centres to enroll
children with special needs.
Price $38.00
ISBN 1-895415-59-4

Price $15 VHS
Price $40 DVD

How to Measure Inclusion
Quality in Child Care:
• A SpeciaLink Training DVD
for the Inclusion Scales •

This DVD trains viewers in the use of

The SpeciaLink Early Childhood
Inclusion Quality Scale. The

Scale is a critical tool for assessing inclusion quality in
early childhood centres – a major issue as more and
more early childhood centres commit to including all
children with special needs.

The Mainstream is the
An Inclusion
Right Stream:
CLASSIC

On the Road to Mainstream Daycare
Special: while supplies last
The DVD version is closed captioned (CC).
Price $15 VHS • Price $40 DVD

Five short segments on DVD or VHS!
1. Giant Steps: The Road to Mainstream Daycare
2. Casey: Fragile, and in the Mainstream
3. Shawn and his Mainstream Parents
4. Autism in the Mainstream: A Teamwork Approach
5. James: Blind and in the Mainstream

Inclusion Voices

This book is an inspiring, readable picture of Canada’s inclusion journey, told by 10 child
care directors. They speak to
us directly and without flinching. They provide warnings,
guidance and encouragement.
A remarkable portrait and a tool
we are fortunate to have.
Price $20.00
ISBN 1-895415-63-2

Order Form on the Other Side of this Flyer

Challenging the
Challenging Behaviours

A Matter of Urgency identifies
what must be done to fully include
children with special needs in all
Canadian child care programs.

A Sourcebook Based on
The Specialink Institute
on Challenging Behaviours
in Child Care

The findings in A Matter of
Urgency demand unequivocal
answers from policymakers
and politicians regarding the
inclusion of children with special
needs.

This is a book for including those
children we miss — children who
challenge even the committed
child care worker to the core.

It is a sourcebook for child care practitioners and
trainers, consultants and policymakers, as well as
all interested parents who care about full inclusion
of children with challenging behaviours.

Price $25.00
Breton Books. ISBN 1-895415-54-3

The SpeciaLink Book
–On the Road to Mainstream

Price $25.00
Breton Books. ISBN 1-895415-33-0

Child Care

IN OUR WAY

This is the story of our road to
the principles of full mainstream
child care, and of the SpeciaLink
Symposium, which made those
principles the national agenda for
mainstream advocates. Includes
reprints of the first 6 SpeciaLink newsletters, a Canadian
directory of mainstream child care advocates, a list of
further readings, and more.

In this unique study, the
Canadian Union of Postal
Workers explores barriers
experienced by all families with
young children with special
needs. Its conclusions have a
powerful message for unions,
policymakers, researchers,
advocates and parents.

Price $25.00
Breton Books. ISBN 1-895415-19-5

Price $25.00
Breton Books. ISBN 1-895415-22-5

ORDER NOW – COPY, CUT, CALL, E-MAIL OR FAX!
Title

No. of copies

INCLUSION: The Next Generation $38
Inclusion Voices $20
A Matter of Urgency $25
Challenging the Challenging Behaviours $25
In Our Way $25
The SpeciaLink Book $25
How To Measure Inclusion Quality in Child Care VHS $15
How To Measure Inclusion Quality in Child Care DVD $40
The Mainstream is the Right Stream VHS $15
The Mainstream is the Right Stream DVD $40
The SpeciaLink Early Childhood Inclusion Quality Scale $16.95

Sub Total
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❏

}

SUB TOTAL =

$

Plus shipping/handling
& applicable taxes.

Name: ________ ___________________________ Organization: ________ ___________________________
Address: ________ ________________________City: ________________

Prov. : ________________PC: ______________

Phone:(______)____________________ Fax: (______)____________________ E-mail:_________________________
Pay by ❏ cheque

❏ money order ❏

Visa or

❏

Mastercard

Credit Card No.: ______________________________Expiry Date: ____________ Sign: ________________________________

Available directly from Breton Books
76 Cottage Road, Sydney, Nova Scotia B1P 2C7
1-866-565-5140 • Fax 902-539-9117 • bretonbooks@ns.sympatico.ca
Make cheques payable to Breton Books

www.capebretonbooks.com

